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Here we present a general alignment algorithm for an edge illumination x-ray phase contrast imaging system,
which is used with the laboratory systems developed at UCL. It has the flexibility to be used with all current
mask designs, and could also be applied to future synchrotron based systems. The algorithm has proved
to be robust experimentally, and can be used for the automatization of future commercial systems through
automatic alignment and alignment correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray phase contrast imaging (XPCi) has the potential
to transform radiography as it obtains information about
a sample by sensing sample induced phase changes to the
x-ray wavefront. Information unavailable in an absorp-
tion based x-ray image is therefore gained, allowing for a
more detailed study of a sample’s structure.1 As well as
this extra information, XPCi can also give increased im-
age contrast, and has the potential to allow for imaging
at higher energies and thus lower dose.2

This form of x-ray imaging was first developed at syn-
chrotrons using highly coherent synchrotron radiation.3–5

These first methods generally require an x-ray source
with high spatial coherence making it difficult to imple-
ment in a laboratory using conventional x-ray equipment.
Some success has been had using these methods with mi-
crofocal sources,1,6 and crystal based methods have been
implemented using conventional sources.7,8 In both cases
low usable flux increases exposure times limiting the po-
tential for the application of these approaches.

Interferometric methods based on gratings have also
been developed at synchrotrons,9–12 and then translated
to conventional laboratory x-ray sources.13 With a spa-
tially coherent x-ray source two gratings with a pitch
typically of a few microns are used. The second grating
is placed at a Talbot distance away from the first, with
a detector placed beyond the second grating to sense the
interference pattern. The introduction of a sample dis-
torts the projection of the self image of the first grating
on to the second grating thus changing the detected sig-
nal. By scanning one grating with respect to the other,
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distortions in the signal caused by the sample can be an-
alyzed to allow the extraction of phase, absorption and
dark field images.

For this method to be used with conventional sources
a third grating is added directly after the x-ray source
switching the configuration from Talbot to Talbot-Lau.13

This extra grating apertures the source to provide the
required spatial coherence. An extra grating has the un-
desired effect of reducing the flux available for imaging,
and the small grating pitch means that system stability is
important. Both of these factors add complications when
translating such a design to a practical environment.

The edge illumination system design discussed here is
non-interferometric as it uses gratings with a pitch more
than one order of magnitude larger than that used for
the interferometric methods. This means that a grating
in an edge illumination system splits an x-ray beam into
independent non-interfering secondary beams. To avoid
confusion with interferometric methods the gratings used
for this system will be referred to as masks.

The edge illumination method was first developed at
synchrotrons in the late 1990s,14 and has more recently
been translated to a laboratory environment.15 The prin-
ciple of the method is that a narrow beam of x-ray radi-
ation is aligned so that it overlaps the edge of an x-ray
sensitive region, such as a detector pixel. Distortions of
the x-ray wavefront by a sample will change the detected
intensity by deviating this beam either towards or away
from the x-ray sensitive region. By creating an array of
beams and an array of edges using masks the method can
be extended to give phase sensitivity over a two dimen-
sional pixelated detector. This method has been shown
to work using sources with focal spots up to 100 µm,16

and with tube voltages up to 100 kVp.17,18 Here edge
illumination is used to refer to the method in both its
synchrotron and laboratory (coded-aperture) implemen-
tation.
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FIG. 1. Diagram depicting the basic principle of an edge
illumination XPCi system. The secondary beams created by
the sample mask undergo a shift when passing through the
detail causing their movement on to or off of the detector
mask generating contrast.

A diagram depicting the edge illumination method is
shown in Fig. 1. The edge illumination system is aligned
when the projection of both masks onto the detector
forms a pattern with two-dimensional periodicity with
period equal to the detector pixel dimension. The de-
tector mask is positioned so that the transmission slits
illuminate the central strip of every pixel, allowing for
the most sensitive region of the detector pixel to be used
for imaging.

To perform different imaging modes, images are taken
with the sample mask illuminating different parts of the
detector mask by translating it along the x axis. For
phase retrieval two images are taken, with the sample
mask illuminating, symmetrically, both edges of the de-
tector mask apertures. An algorithm is then used to
extract the phase and absorption images.19

The current system design is sensitive to phase gradi-
ents in one direction only, as the transmitting slits are all
orientated in one direction. It would, however, be possi-
ble to design a system sensitive in two directions.20,21 For
any mask design the slits need to be finely aligned over
the whole detector area to produce high quality images.
The alignment procedure described here is particular to
masks sensitive in one direction, though it could be triv-
ially extended to masks sensitive in two directions.

II. OVERVIEW OF AN EDGE ILLUMINATION SYSTEM

There are currently two functional prototype labo-
ratory based edge illumination systems at UCL. Both
use commercially available detectors; a Hamamatsu

FIG. 2. Simple diagram of a laboratory Edge Illumination
XPCi system in profile.

C9732DK flat panel detector with a pixel size of 50 µm,
and an Anrad SMAM with 85 µm pixels. These systems
also both use commercially available x-ray sources. An
X-tek rotary target Tungsten source which has been used
in hospital work since the 1980s,22 with a focal spot size
of approximately 50 µm,23 and a Rigaku MicroMax 007
HF with a focal spot size of approximately 75 µm full
width half maximum. Masks have been made to the au-
thors design by Creatv MicroTech Inc. (Potomac, MD,
USA) who electroplated gold on to a graphite substrate.
The gold forms the absorbing parts of the mask, with
the spaces in between being the transmitting slits. Both
systems have a field of view of 60 × 60 mm, but much
larger masks could be manufactured.

Masks used for the system have to be matched to the
detector, as their pitch needs to fit the pitch of the detec-
tor pixels. For example a current system design using the
Anrad SMAM detector has a sample mask with a pitch
of 66.8 µm, and a detector mask with a pitch of 83.5
µm. This gives a source to sample mask distance of ap-
proximately 1.67 m, a sample mask to detector mask dis-
tance of approximately 0.37 m with a total system length
of approximately 2 m (although the entire system could
be scaled up or down proportionally). Current work is
aimed at determining how much the total length of a sys-
tem can be reduced whilst preserving sensitivity, as it has
been anticipated that a system significantly smaller than
2 m can be designed.16

The detector mask has been designed so that there is
a gap between it and the detector to leave space for the
detector mask drive unit. In a commercial system the
detector mask could be incorporated into the detector,
reducing system complexity and leaving only one mask
for alignment. A diagram of a typical system is shown in
Fig. 2.

Two different mask designs have been used so far.
One design creates a secondary beam of radiation for ev-
ery pixel column, whereas the other creates a secondary
beam for every other pixel column. These designs have
been called non-column-skipping and column-skipping
respectively. As has been previously reported, a column-
skipping design is useful when employing a detector such
as the Hamamatsu C9732DK which has a relatively high
pixel spill out.23 High pixel spill out results in contrast re-
duction and/or artifacts which a column-skipping mask
design reduces. Figure 3 illustrates these two different
mask designs, and shows the image seen on the detector
when these masks are aligned and illuminated.
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FIG. 3. Figures a and b illustrate two potential mask de-
signs, with a being column-skipping and b being non-column-
skipping. Figures c and d show the respective image as seen
by the detector following alignment.

Use of a non-column-skipping mask has a significant
advantage over the use of a column-skipping mask as it
gives a two times increase in available flux and spatial res-
olution in the non-scanning case. A non-column-skipping
design has been implemented using the Anrad SMAM de-
tector, which has a pixel spill out of approximately 5%
horizontally meaning that artifacts from pixel spill out
are less of a problem.

For production of the highest possible image quality
both masks need to be aligned with respect to the source
and detector to the point at which possible mask defects
limit any improvement in alignment. A commercial de-
sign cannot require manual adjustment for minor align-
ment correction: the system alignment algorithm should
be completely autonomous whilst having a degree of flex-
ibility to allow for alignment of both the column-skipping
and non-column-skipping mask designs. The algorithm
presented in this paper could be incorporated in a com-
mercial device to provide exactly that functionality.24

Potential mask defects can arise during mask manu-
facture. In general, potential defects can be divided into
two categories: uneven deposition of absorbing material
(in this case gold) to form the solid parts of the mask,
and variation in slit width, again due to the deposition
process. Preliminary investigations based on the effects
these defects have on image quality show that variation
in slit width is less than 1 µm, and that gold thickness
varies by approximately 5µm.

FIG. 4. Diagram of the drive unit used for mask positioning.
1 for translation along x axis. 2 for translation along y axis.
3 for translation along z axis. 4 for rotation about z axis. 5
for rotation about x axis. 6 for rotation about y axis.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Masks are mounted on a drive unit consisting of a serial
sequence of six motors as shown in Fig. 4, giving com-
plete control over the orientation and position of each
mask within the motors’ range of operation. The detec-
tor could also be mounted on a drive unit, but in practice
this is not necessary as it can be mounted first with the
two masks then aligned relative to it.

A drive unit consists, in sequential order, of the fol-
lowing (1-6 in Fig. 4). A Newport M-ILS150 translation
stage for translation along the x axis with a precision of
0.1 µm. A Newport MFA-CC with minimum incremen-
tal motion of 0.1 µm for translation along the z axis. A
Newport M-VP-5ZA for translation along the y axis. Ko-
hzu SA04B-RT and SA04B-RM cradles with a resolution
of approximately 0.0014◦ for rotation about the x and
z axes, and a Newport SR50 rotation stage with 0.001◦

resolution for rotation about the y axis. Motors are con-
trolled using the appropriate controllers, a Newport XPS
controller and Kohzu SC-400 controller. These interface
with Experimental Physics and Industrial Control Sys-
tem (EPICS) which can be controlled either manually
through a custom designed GUI, or using in-house IDL
software. All data acquisition, processing and figure plot-
ting are performed using the IDL software.

For alignment of interferometric systems in both op-
tical and x-ray regimes, various methods based on the
analysis of Moiré patterns are used. A Moiré pattern is
generated when two gratings with slightly different pe-
riod or rotation relative to each other are overlaid.

Using Moiré fringes is also an option for aligning an
edge illumination system, but to generate the necessary
mismatch in the projected period to obtain these pat-
terns the masks have to be moved far out of alignment.
This means that the Moiré fringes are not a true measure
of system alignment, but instead a measure of system
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FIG. 5. Intensity detected in a single pixel when an aligned
mask is scanned in the transverse x-direction in sub-pixel in-
crements over the pixel edge.

misalignment whose validity is limited to the current z-
position. Large mask translations needed to generate the
Moiré patterns also make this impractical for a commer-
cial system, as such a system would have limited space.
A different strategy was therefore followed.

An ideal x-ray detector would have a uniform and ho-
mogeneous response function, although generally this is
not the case. For example, flat panel detectors such as
a direct conversion Selenium detector have an active vol-
ume consisting of a homogeneous layer of semiconductor
material, and a periodic electrode structure which col-
lects the electrons generated in the active area as a result
of x-ray photon interaction with the semiconductor. Due
to manufacturing constraints, the electric field in the ac-
tive area generated by the electrodes is non-uniform, and
typically decreased from the position in the pixel corre-
sponding to the center of the electrode towards the edge
of the pixel. As a result, the electron collection efficiency
is non-uniform.25,26

This means that if a secondary beam is scanned trans-
versely in the x-direction across the detector, the output
will vary in a periodic manner related to the detector re-
sponse. So the translation of an aligned mask in the x
direction will effectively sample the detector point spread
function, allowing visualization of the detector response
at the sub-pixel level. Figure 5 illustrates an example of
recorded intensity for one pixel as a function of trans-
lational increments (numbered 1 to 10). The minimum
represents the position where the mask aperture traverses
the pixel edge and is clearly visible on the plot. This
physical effect can be used to devise an alignment algo-
rithm.

IV. MASK ALIGNMENT PRINCIPLES

To first approximation, assuming a point source and
(100% efficient) and homogeneous mask, the intensity of
the beam incident on the detector plane (I(x, y)) can be
written as shown in Eq. 1, with the (x, y) coordinate
system lying on the plane of the detector.

I(x, y) = T (x, y)× I0(x, y) (1)

I0(x, y) is the intensity of the incident beam in the
absence of masks and T (x, y) is the transmission function
representing the mask geometry, both projected onto the
detector plane. The transmission function of the mask
can be written as

T (x, y) =

{
1 if cos( 2πx

Mp ) ≥ cos(πwp )

0, otherwise
(2)

Where p is the period of the mask and w is the aperture
width. M is the magnification factor calculated using Eq.
3, where Zsm is the source to mask distance and Zmd is
the mask to detector distance.

M =
Zmd + Zsm

Zsm
(3)

The signal recorded by a detector pixel is the prod-
uct of the incident x-ray beam I(x, y) with the geomet-
rical detector pixel response function Rpix(x, y), where

Rpix(x, y) takes arguments x ≤ |Mp
2 | and y ≤ |Mp

2 |. This
can be expanded for an array of uniform pixels as shown
in Eq. 4, where n and m are integers and Sx and Sy is
the pixel pitch in the two directions.

Rdet(x, y) = Rpix(x+ nSx, y +mSy) (4)

A detector generally does not have a matrix of uniform
pixels, due to individual pixel non-uniformity. However
flat field correction of experimental data can compensate
for both detector and beam non-uniformities, meaning
that in practice we can assume a uniform response.

Images are taken by scanning a mask in sub-pixel steps
(∆x) across the detector. The periodic response of the
detector (Eq. 4) is modulated by the periodic incident
beam (Eq. 1).

g(x, y; ∆x) = I(x+ ∆x, y)×Rdet(x, y) (5)

The position ∆x for which the minimum intensity is
detected for each pixel is then found, as shown in Eq. 6.

G(x, y) = min
∆x

g(x, y; ∆x) (6)
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The phase mismatch between the periods of the beam
incident on the detector (Eq. 1) and detector response
function (Eq. 4) is an indication of mask misalignment.
If G(x, y) is constant then there is no phase mismatch
and the alignment condition is satisfied, otherwise motor
correction is required.

An aligned mask is in the correct position on the z axis,
and has the correct rotation about the x, y and z axes.
Translation on the x and y axes does not affect mask
alignment. The y axis needs to be adjusted only so that
the mask is in the correct position relative to the detector,
and x axis translation is used to adjust the illumination
level with the sample mask or the position of the detector
mask slits over the detector. As a result there are four
degrees of freedom that need to be optimized for a single
mask.

The translation increment size determines the resolu-
tion of the system alignment and is limited by the preci-
sion of the x translation stage. Current equipment has a
resolution better than one micron, which means that the
position of the slit centerline projected onto the detector
can be found with one micron accuracy, even though the
detector pixel size is typically of several tens of microns.
It is possible to align a mask to the point where mask
defects prevent any further improvement in alignment,
even if a step size finer than one micron is used. More-
over, this method could be used for the characterization
of these mask defects which limit further improvement in
alignment.

Since the sub-pixel detector response variation is a
weak effect, to maximize the useful signal, the detector
output is averaged using a moving window over the (x, y)
plane. This gives an increased signal-to-noise ratio, but
does not affect the alignment resolution as this is deter-
mined by the translation increment size. A 25 x 25 pixel
window is used as this was found empirically to provide a
balance between increased signal to noise and smoothing
of higher frequency steps in G. The averaged signal from
each pixel is recorded for each step of the scan, and then
used to generate the plots shown in Fig. 6.

A. Tolerances

As discussed previously a mask is aligned when its pro-
jected pitch matches the pitch of the detector. Tolerances
required for system alignment depend strongly on the
system geometry. The effect of magnification means that
a system will always be far less sensitive to misalignment
along the z axis and rotation about the x and y axes,
than rotation about the z axis. The following minimum
motor step sizes are used regularly for alignment of the
Anrad SMAM based system discussed previously. Dis-
tance along z of 50 µm, rotation about x and y axes of
0.1◦, and 0.0025◦ about the z axis.

To calculate tolerances for mask alignment it first
needs to be known at which point mask misalignment
along the z axis causes steps to appear in the plot of G.

This was calculated using a model of mask alignment im-
plemented in MATLAB, based on Eqs. 1-6 in this paper,
in which Zsm in Eq. 3 was modified to Zsm ± ∆z. ∆z
was then increased or decreased from zero until the first
step appeared in the simulated plot of G.

Rotation about the x axis (θx) moves the top and bot-
tom of mask towards or away from the detector, whilst
rotation about the y axis (θy) moves the sides of the mask
towards or away from the detector. So the calculated ∆z
at which steps first appear can be used to find the toler-
ance of both θx and θy:

∆θx = ± arcsin

(
2∆z

nPm

)
(7)

∆θy = ± arcsin

(
2∆z

nPm

)
(8)

Misalignment of rotation about the z axis does not af-
fect the distance of the mask along z; instead, at small
angles of misalignment, it effectively shifts the mask pe-
riod at the top and bottom of the mask relative to the
middle. The tolerance at which one step will appear for
θz can be calculated as shown in Eq. 9:

∆θz = ±
[
arctan

(
nPm + s

nPm

)
− 45◦

]
(9)

The results of these calculations show that, for the
sample mask of this system, assuming defect free masks,
the plot of G will appear flat with a 2 µm x translation
step so long as the mask is within the following range of
its optimal position: distance along z of±27 µm, rotation
about x and y axes of ±0.066◦, and ±0.0012◦ about the z
axis. These values are in the same range as the minimum
experimental motor step size. It should be noted that
smaller step sizes could be used experimentally, as those
used are less than the motors precision, but that smaller
step sizes give no improvement in alignment due to mask
imperfections.

V. MASK ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

The procedure described works for both column-
skipping and non-column-skipping masks; to use column-
skipping masks, signal from every other pixel column is
simply discarded.

A. Alignment of a single mask

To align a single mask it is first mounted on the drive
unit in a position where the projected pitch is calcu-
lated to match the detector pixel pitch. The drive unit is
placed in such a way that mask position and orientation
can be optimized around this initial position.
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FIG. 6. Example plots of the function G showing the mask
alignment process where the x and y axes refer to the image
plane, and the z axis refers to ∆x. (a) Plot from a randomly
misaligned mask. (b) Alignment about x and z axis corrected
(alignment about x axis corrected by making step period at
top and bottom of the mask constant, and about z axis by
orientating steps vertically along z axis). (c and d) Rotation
about y axis is progressively corrected, thus making the period
of steps constant. (e) Plot is flattened by translating mask
along z axis, leading to semi-optimal alignment (see text).

For each step in the procedure scans are performed by
translating the mask along the x axis to generate the
function G (Fig. 6), with ten translation steps typically
used to generate the plot. At the start of the alignment
procedure the position of the pixel edge is unknown so
a scan of one period of the function, equal to the size of
the pixel, is required. The following procedure is then re-
peated with the translation step size reduced on each iter-
ation. For each iteration of the alignment procedure the
range of the mask translation is centered around the best
known position of the minimum of the detector response
function. The plot of G is flattened, the translation step
size then reduced with the procedure repeated until the
desired resolution of mask alignment is achieved. A mask
is said to be aligned to the precision of the translational
increment when the plot of G appears flat. This proce-
dure could easily be automated by using a minimization
algorithm to flatten the plot of G.

Rotation about the x axis is optimized first, misalign-
ment of this angle results in the steps in G appearing
curved, as can be seen in Fig. 6a. This has the effect of
creating a different number of steps in the plot of G for
the top and bottom of the mask. An x axis rotation posi-
tion is chosen where the number of steps in the function
is equal for both the top and bottom areas of the mask,
so that the steps appear straight. When this is the case
both the top and bottom of the mask are at the same
distance from the detector.

Next the mask is rotated about the z axis, which is
coincident with the x-ray propagation direction as can
be seen in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1. The
aim is to orient the steps vertically along the y axis of
plot G, and when this is the case each transmission slit
is parallel to a detector pixel column with steps oriented

vertically as shown in Fig. 6b.
Misalignment of rotation about the y axis changes the

period of the steps over the function (Fig. 6b), as it
effectively changes the distance of each slit along z from
the detector. Rotation about the y axis is adjusted so
that the period of the steps is constant, as shown in Fig.
6c and d.

Lastly the mask is translated along the z axis, which
changes the distance between the steps in function G.
As the mask approaches the correct position on z the
distance between the steps gets larger (Fig. 6e), and
when the mask is aligned these steps disappear. The
translation step size is then reduced and the procedure
repeated until the desired resolution of mask alignment
is achieved.

The detector mask needs to be positioned so that the
absorbing parts of the mask overlay the pixel edges,
and the transmission slits overlay the center of the pixel
columns. As a mask is aligned to the pixel edges this is
achieved by translating the aligned detector mask along x
by half the detector mask period, so leaving the detector
mask in the correct position for imaging.

The sample mask can be aligned using the method
described above, in which case no further steps need to
be taken. The mask is only translated along the x axis
to choose the correct illumination level for imaging.

B. Alignment of sample mask relative to detector mask

Using the method described previously for aligning the
sample mask has the benefit that alignment is indepen-
dent from any detector mask defects or small misalign-
ment. Aligning the sample mask relative to the detector
mask is though easier to perform as the signal to noise
ratio is higher. This alternative method for aligning the
sample mask is described as it gives a measure of the
alignment of the whole system, and is used regularly to
test for possible misalignment.

The procedure is essentially the same as that for a sin-
gle mask, except now the detector mask replaces the de-
tector response function. This means that the projected
period of the sample mask is matched to the projected
period of the detector mask, instead of the detector re-
sponse function. A typical profile when translating the
sample mask along x over the aligned detector mask is
shown in Fig. 7. Equation 5 is modified so that a second
mask replaces the detector response function (Eq. 10).

g(x, y; ∆x) = I(x+ ∆x, y)× T (x, y) (10)

As transmission slits of all current masks are less than
half the mask period, the maximum of g (Eq. 10) is now
found instead of the minimum, as this inflection point
is sharper than the minimum (Eq. 11). The alignment
procedure used is then exactly the same as outlined for
single mask alignment, except Eq. 11 is now used instead
of Eq. 6.
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FIG. 7. Intensity detected in a single pixel when the aligned
sample mask is scanned in the transverse x-direction in sub-
pixel increments over the aligned detector mask.

G(x, y) = max
∆x

g(x, y; ∆x) (11)

If this combined alignment procedure is run regularly
then a record can be kept of any change of total system
alignment over time. In practice though system align-
ment is stable; once aligned the system rarely needs any
adjustment.

We currently operate a feedback mechanism whereby
the detector output is used (jointly with the knowledge
of the curve shown in Fig. 7) to keep the system dy-
namically aligned at the desired illumination level dur-
ing long acquisitions (e.g. CT). The method described
here would allow for a completely autonomous system as
it could also allow for small adjustments to be made to
alignment between imaging sequences.

VI. CONCLUSION

An alignment algorithm has been presented for an edge
illumination XPCi system, that could be used to auto-
mate a future commercial system. This has been imple-
mented using column-skipping and non-column-skipping
laboratory systems, but could also be applied to a syn-
chrotron based system. The algorithm can also be ap-
plied to either a single mask or two masks combined.
Being able to measure the alignment of two masks com-
bined means that the algorithm can be used to keep track
of total system alignment over time. The algorithm then
allows for automatic realignment, and for the continu-
ation of imaging without manual intervention. As well

as being used for alignment the method also allows for
a measure of any mask defects present. In practice this
method has proved to be robust and reliable and is used
to align all current system designs, and could be used for
the automatization of future commercial systems.
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